Flexible Time Reporting With an iPhone Application
Project motivation

- Why time reporting?
- Why on an iPhone?
Overview of the prototype

- iPhone Application
- XML
- IIS
- Controlled by Ninetech
- JVS
iPhone SDK
Xcode

- Groups & Files list
- Static groups
- Smart groups
- Detail view
- Text editor pane
The Design
Security aspects

- Authentication
- Stay logged in
- HTTPS
Interview result:

- Expenses reporting
- Booking of conference rooms and other resources
- Alert system
- Information about Ninetech employees
- Project statistics
- Ninetech in Media
- Synchronization between iPhone calendar and Exchange
Evaluation

I would like to use this application regularly (if I had an iPhone).

- Answer 1: 1 person (9%)
- Answer 2: 0 persons (0%)
- Answer 3: 4 persons (36%)
- Answer 4: 6 persons (55%)